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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT OF 
MIDDLE DISTRICT OF FLORIDA 

TAMPA DIVISION 
 
WYNDHAM VACATION OWNERSHIP, 
INC.; WYNDHAM VACATION RESORTS,  
INC.; WYNDHAM RESORT  
DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION; 
SHELL VACATIONS, LLC; SVC-WEST,  
LLC; SVC-AMERICANA, LLC; and 
SVC-HAWAII, LLC, 
 
   Plaintiffs, 
 
v.       Case No: 8:19-cv-1895-CEH-CPT 
 
THE MONTGOMERY LAW FIRM, LLC;  
MONTGOMERY & NEWCOMB, LLC; M.  
SCOTT MONTGOMERY; W. TODD 
NEWCOMB; CLS, INC. d/b/a 
ATLAS VACATION REMEDIES and also 
d/b/a PRINCIPAL TRANSFER GROUP;  
ATLAS VACATION REMEDIES, LLC;  
PRINCIPAL TRANSFER GROUP, LLC;  
DONNELLY SNELLEN; JASON LEVI  
HEMINGWAY; MUTUAL RELEASE  
CORPORATION a/k/a 417 MRC LLC;  
DAN CHUDY; MATTHEW TUCKER; and 
CATALYST CONSULTING FIRM, LLC,  
 
   Defendants.  
_______________________________________ 
 

LAWYER DEFENDANTS’ RESPONSE IN OPPOSITION  
TO PLAINTIFFS’ MOTION TO DISMISS COUNTERCLAIM 

 
 Defendants THE MONTGOMERY LAW FIRM, LLC, MONTGOMERY & 

NEWCOMB, LLC, M. SCOTT MONTGOMERY, and W. TODD NEWCOMB 

(cumulatively, the “Lawyer Defendants”) file this response opposing Plaintiffs’ motion to 

dismiss Lawyer Defendants’ Amended Counterclaims [D.E. 283] (also, the “Motion”), 
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asking this Court to deny that Motion, but if it decides to grant it, to do so without prejudice, 

and as grounds therefore states:  

I. Introduction 

 This lawsuit is the culmination of dozens of lawsuits brought across the country in 

federal court in which timeshare companies who push fraudulent timeshare interests (one 

would be hard-pressed to call it any kind of ownership) use their superior economic power to 

bully attorneys who help innocent owners out of those interests. No matter how often the 

evidence shows Plaintiffs have made up out of whole cloth the assertion that parties like 

Lawyer Defendants do not tell their clients to stop paying on their financing—the cases 

continue. 

 Because the implications of these lawsuits are far-reaching, affecting many billions of 

dollars, tens of thousands of jobs, and even more persons with timeshare interests, it is vital 

that the courts work through the many knotted legal issues involved with them. Part of that 

means letting parties like Lawyer Defendants get their foot in the door to make viable claims 

against Plaintiffs.  

 Pages 1 through 4 of the Motion recite a procedural litany of grievances that have no 

bearing on what the Motion ultimately seeks: dismissal of the counterclaims for failure to state 

a cause of action. Indeed, the Motion before the Court is devoted to a simple premise: sauce 

for the goose is not good for the gander. In other words, Plaintiffs want to be able to obtain 

standing based on an identifiable class of individuals, but not Lawyer Defendants. Plaintiffs 

want to coast through litigation asserting claims of false advertising, but not let Lawyer 

Defendants do the same.  
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 But the reality is that sauce for the goose is sauce for the gander. And that is a desirable 

thing in the law because it treats litigants equally. See: Heffernan v. City of Paterson, N.J., 136 

S. Ct. 1412, 1418 (2016) (“After all, in the law, what is sauce for the goose is normally sauce 

for the gander.”)1     

 While some of the counterclaim may not be the most artfully drafted, the counterclaim 

in its entirety is sufficient to withstand the Motion.  

II. Motion to Dismiss Standard 

 Lawyer Defendants do not quibble with the citations or quotes in the standards section 

of the Motion. Lawyer Defendants do, however, quibble with the takeaways. Plaintiffs cite 

Twombly and Iqbal together to essentially make the claim that a complaint can only survive a 

motion to dismiss when claims are stated that are plausible, and plausibility derives from 

“factual content that allows the court to draw reasonable inference that the defendant is liable 

for the misconduct alleged.” Ashcroft v. Iqbal, 556 U.S. 662, 678 (2009). See also: Bell Atl. 

Corp. v. Twombly, 550 US. 544, 570 (2007). These are the most common citations, especially 

from defendants, on the applicable standard, but they do not really tell more than half the story.  

 Rather, to understand those citations, further exploration of the cases is required. The 

United States Supreme Court held in Twombly and Iqbal jurisprudence that a plaintiff should 

be able to demonstrate “more than a sheer possibility that a defendant has acted unlawfully” 

or that “[w]here a complaint pleads facts that are merely consistent with a defendant’s liability, 

 
1 This maxim is actually quite popular in federal courts. See: Gulf Refining Co. v. S.S. Corning, 
1920 WL 47539, at *1 (S.D.N.Y. Nov. 26, 1920). The phrase has been cited from Swift. See: 
Neal v. United States, 15-1112, 1976 WL 946, at *1 (D.N.J. Sept. 24, 1976). But it probably 
goes back much further, to the mid-1500s. See: 
https://en.wiktionary.org/wiki/what%27s_sauce_for_the_goose_is_sauce_for_the_gander 
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it stops short of the line between possibility and plausibility of entitlement to relief.” Iqbal, 

556 U.S. 662 (cleaned up).2 The United States Supreme Court’s actual holding has often been 

misconstrued as abrogating Conley v. Gibson’s very liberal pleading requirement, but it has 

not. Nothing has changed about the fact that “a well-pleaded complaint may proceed even if it 

strikes a savvy judge that actual proof of those facts is improbable, and ‘that a recovery is very 

remote and unlikely.” Twombly, 550 U.S. at 566 (citing Scheuer v. Rhodes, 416 U.S. 232, 236 

(1974)).  

 The real thrust of Twombly / Iqbal’s supposed plausibility standard is to require some 

level of specificity that goes beyond a mere recitation of entitlement. Id. at 558 (citing 

Associated Gen. Contractors of Cal., Inc. v. Carpenters, 459 U.S. 519 (1983)). And the goal 

is, and always has been, merely that a pleading adequately give fair notice to a defendant of 

the claim. Erickson v. Pardus, 551 U.S. 89, 93 (2007). Here, given the Plaintiffs’ Motion, it is 

clear that they are on notice about Lawyer Defendants’ claims, they simply do not like them. 

Lawyer Defendants have stated all the elements of their claims with robust facts to defend 

them.  

III. The Counterclaim Should Not Be Dismissed 

A. Counts I through III State Claims 

i. Wyndham’s Alleged True Statement is False 

In the Amended Counterclaim, Lawyer Defendants claim that Plaintiffs’ claim that it 

cannot work directly with a timeshare victim regarding the victim’s timeshare interest once the 

 
2  Metzler, Theodore, Cleaning Up Quotations (March 17, 2017). 18 Journal of Appellate 
Practice and Process 143 (2017). 
Available at: https://ssrn.com/abstract=2935374 or http://dx.doi.org/10.2139/ssrn.2935374 
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victim has retained an attorney like Lawyer Defendants is false. See: ¶¶22, 23, [D.E. 281]. But 

Plaintiffs say that “the statement is true.” See: Page 5, [D.E. 283]. This sure sounds a lot like 

something that is not grounds for a motion to dismiss, where courts are constrained to take 

allegations as true, those allegations are construed in the light most favorable to a plaintiff, and 

all reasonable inferences are drawn in favor of the pleader. Mamani v. Berzain, 825 F. 3d 1304, 

1306 (11th Cir. 2016). It sounds like a motion for summary judgment.   

And as proof for their motion, Plaintiffs suggest that Fla. R. Prof’l Conduct 4-4.2(a) 

somehow comes into play. This, too, is false. The rule in relevant part states: 

In representing a client, a lawyer must not communicate about the subject of 
the representation with a person the lawyer knows to be represented by another 
lawyer in the matter, unless the lawyer has the consent of the other lawyer. 
Notwithstanding the foregoing, a lawyer may, without such prior consent, 
communicate with another’s client to meet the requirements of any court rule, 
statute or contract requiring notice or service of process directly on a person, in 
which event the communication is strictly restricted to that required by the court 
rule, statute or contract, and a copy must be provided to the person’s lawyer. 

 
Id.  
 
 This rule does not apply to the factual scenario. In the allegations as we have them, 

Plaintiffs are not necessarily represented by counsel on each and every case where a disgruntled 

timeshare victim wants out of the snare. And if what Plaintiff states is true, then that is a matter 

for proof later on. Plaintiffs’ argument falls flat without any light being shone on it. 

 However, when ¶¶22, 23 of the Amended Counterclaim [D.E. 281] are taken in a light 

most favorable to Lawyer Defendants, the argument becomes even more clear. Plaintiffs have 

used this statement to deter timeshare victims from hiring legal help at all, implying that if they 

retain a timeshare exit attorney, then even through their own lawyers, Plaintiffs will be unable 

to work something out. Plaintiffs’ argument is therefore especially disingenuous. Plaintiffs 
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know well that they routinely work with timeshare exit attorneys to facilitate exits and have 

for many years. True, that is a matter beyond the four corners of the complaint, but as shown, 

supra, one still arrives at the same conclusion without going beyond the four corners: this 

argument fails.3  

ii. Lawyer Defendants Established Protected Business Relationship 

Plaintiffs make an additional argument to dismiss Count I, namely, that Lawyer 

Defendants failed to establish standing. They claim that Lawyer Defendants’ claim here is not 

localized and fails to identify a “specific, identifiable class” of persons who are prevented from 

using Lawyer Defendants’ services. This, they claim, contrasts with their “specific, identifiable 

class” of owners who do work with Lawyer Defendants.  

In support of its argument, Plaintiffs cite Dunn v. Air Line Pilots Ass’n, 193 F. 3d 1185 

(11th Cir. 1991). This case stands for the proposition that a protected relationship may not 

simply be with the business community at large. Id. at 1991. But in this case, the set of persons 

who may retain Lawyer Defendants is all victims who have contracted with Plaintiffs for 

timeshare interests. Most of these are prospective relationships. Florida law permits plaintiffs 

to bring tortious interference claims based on prospective customers. Ethan Allen, Inc. v. 

 
3 Curiously, Plaintiffs represent that “truth is an absolute defense to defamation claims, so the 
Montgomery Defendants have also failed to establish trade libel in Count II.” Sure it is, but it 
is an affirmative defense. Klayman v. Judicial Watch, Inc., 22 F. Supp. 3d 1240, 1253 (S.D. 
Fla. 2014) aff’d (Feb. 17, 2015). It is not appropriate to be considered at the motion to dismiss 
stage. If truth were to be considered, Plaintiffs’ entire claim would have been dead on arrival 
back in 2018. The evidence will not show that Lawyer Defendants ever encouraged people to 
not pay their financing, mortgages, or contractual obligations—the assertion is simply asserted 
willy-nilly by Plaintiffs to gain entrance on many of its claims, conduct discovery fishing 
expeditions, and to exert by pure, overwhelming economic force an exit of parties like Lawyer 
Defendants from their practice.  
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Georgetown Manor, Inc., 647 So. 2d 812, 815 (Fla. 1994). Again, this is a matter of proof, 

which is not ripe for consideration at the motion to dismiss stage. See, e.g., No Witness, LLC 

v. Cumulus Media Partners, LLC, CIV.A. 1:06cv1733 JEC, 2007 WL 4139399, at *14 (N.D. 

Ga. Nov. 13, 2007) (“…proving the specifics of this allegation… is a matter of proof, which 

plaintiff will have to address as this litigation moves forward.”) 

As a result of the foregoing, Count I should survive the Motion. 

B. Count IV States a Claim 

Plaintiffs then move to their final arguments, claiming that Lawyer Defendants lack 

standing to bring a Lanham Act claim. This is an especially rich episode in putting sauce on 

geese. Plaintiffs claim that Lawyer Defendants have failed to show proximate cause under the 

United Supreme Court’s prudential standing test in Lexmark Int’l, Inc. v. Static Control 

Components, Inc., 572 U.S. 118, 129 (2014). Specifically, Plaintiffs claim that Lawyer 

Defendants fail to allege “a sufficiently close connection” to the allegedly false advertisements. 

Their argument is, again, one of proof: they claim that Lawyer Defendants’ argument “makes 

no sense” because Plaintiffs’ advertising its own ability to cancel its own contracts cannot 

possibly damage Lawyer Defendants. 

And yet, Plaintiffs allege in their underlying Complaint [D.E. 1] that Plaintiffs and 

Lawyer Defendants are competitors and that a timeshare victim can either be a customer of 

Plaintiffs or Lawyer Defendants, but not both. See: ¶144, [D.E. 1]. Plaintiffs cannot have it 

both ways. Either the sauce is good for the goose and the gander, or it is not good at all. 

Plaintiffs’ Ovation program is a type of vertical integration, attempting to takeover another 

important service in the timeshare industry. Vertical integration happens all the time. It is a 
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process whereby a business performing services in one sector of an economy decides to merge 

with a business performing a complementary service. See: Brown Shoe Co. v. United States, 

370 U.S. 294, 336 (1962) (discussing vertical integration of a shoe company that took over its 

own retail sales and distribution).4 

In any event, Lexmark is the best case to see why Plaintiffs’ argument should fail. In 

discussing proximate cause, the Supreme Court noted that “a plaintiff can be directly injured 

by a misrepresentation even where ‘a third party, and not the plaintiff… relied on it.’” Lexmark, 

572 U.S. at 133 (quoting Bridge v. Phoenix Bond & Indemnity Co., 553 U.S. 639, 656 (2008)). 

Once again, this should be a matter of proof, not pleading.  

Count IV, too, should survive the Motion. 

IV. Motion for More Definite Statement is Better Vehicle 

 The Motion should also be denied because most, if not all of Plaintiffs’ arguments, 

pertain to a more definite statement being needed. If a pleading “fails to specify the allegations 

in a manner that provides sufficient notice,” then a motion for a more definite statement should 

be filed.  Swierkiewicz v. Sorema N.A., 534 U.S. 506, 514 (2002). These motions are 

authorized under Fed. R. Civ. P. 12(e), which states in relevant part that “[a] party may move 

for a more definite statement of a pleading to which a responsive pleading is allowed but which 

 
4 Brown Shoe is well worth the read because it is relevant to this litigation for more reasons 
than one. The primary concern of the case relates to the manner in which vertical integration 
can lead to monopoly, that is, violations of the Sherman Antitrust Act. Obviously, this relates 
to multiple affirmative defenses made by Lawyer Defendants [D.E. 281] and which are 
enduring the unfair scrutiny of Plaintiffs currently [D.E. 284]. Brown Shoe is not the only 
relevant case on this score. Many others, like United States v. Paramount Pictures, 334 U.S. 
131, 174 (1948), stand for the proposition that Plaintiffs already have a worrisome 
monopolistic presence based on their vertical integration, among other things. 
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is so vague or ambiguous that the party cannot reasonably prepare a response.” Thus, this 

Motion would be inappropriate at this stage. 

V. Alternatively, the Motion Should Be Granted Without Prejudice  

 However, it should be noted that if this Court is inclined to grant the Motion, Lawyer 

Defendants argues that they have gotten sufficiently close to the market to get another crack at 

the ball. Certainly, a more artful pleading is possible. It should be noted that the undersigned 

counsel was retained mere days before the Amended Counterclaim needed to be filed and the 

time pressure dictated some of the result. It is not a great excuse, but it should warrant another 

chance if the Court is inclined. According to the current scheduling order [D.E. 261], the next 

deadlines in this case are quite far off. And in full candor, Lawyer Defendants expect to file a 

motion for leave to amend any way, to help shore up the counts and to assert related claims 

against Plaintiffs.  

VI. Conclusion 

At the end of the day, Rule 8(f) commands that pleadings shall be construed so as to 

do substantial justice. All Lawyer Defendants ask is for the ability to get that justice. Normally, 

courts should only dismiss complaints “if it is clear that no relief could be granted under any 

set of facts that could be proved consistent with the allegations.” Hishon v. King & Spalding, 

467 U.S. 69, 73 (1984). In this case, Lawyer Defendants think they have shown well that they 

may be entitled to relief. 

Plaintiffs’ Motion suggests that they can have their cake and eat it, too—but such 

contradictions should only be possible in a time outside of reality, like Heaven. And there are 

no angels here. 
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WHEREFORE, Lawyer Defendants respectfully request that the Motion be denied. 

 Dated: June 30, 2020. 

Respectfully submitted, 

/s/ Christian W. Waugh         
Christian W. Waugh [FBN 71093] 
Morgan Fayocavitz [FBN 1015835] 
WAUGH LAW, P.A.        
321 N. Crystal Lake Drive, Ste. 207 
Orlando, FL 32803 
Email:  cwaugh@waughpa.com  
Email: mfayocavitz@waughpa.com        
Email: rwood@waughpa.com   
Telephone:  321-800-6008         
Fax:   844-206-0245   
 
Counsel for Lawyer Defendants 

 

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 

I hereby certify that on June 30, 2020, I electronically filed the foregoing with the Clerk 

of the Court by using the CM/ECF system and that counsel for Plaintiffs, Dan Chudy, Catalyst 

Consulting Firm, LLC were thereby served. Also, a copy has been served by U.S. Mail on 

Matthew Tucker, CLS, Inc., Atlas Vacation Remedies, Principal Transfer Group, and MRC 

LLC.  

/s/ Christian W. Waugh         
Christian W. Waugh 
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